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Recent Focus New Focus on Price Gouging in Wake of Pandemic

Definitions & 
Comparisons 

What is Price Gouging Under Federal and State Law?

Enforcement & 
Litigation

Current Enforcement Efforts and Recently-Filed Private Actions

• Best Practices How Companies, Including Online Retailers, Can Minimize Risks



The New Focus on Price Gouging 
During COVID-19
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No Express Federal Prohibition

• Generally, a merchant may charge “as high a rate as the market will bear” 
so long as that rate is set unilaterally.

“Calls for antitrust enforcement 
against price gouging are in 

essence a call for action against 
unilateral pricing behavior.”

“The antitrust laws are not 
designed to prevent prices from 

increasing; rather, they are 
designed to prevent firms from 

using market power to raise 
prices artificially.”
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FTC Act § 5
• Prohibits “unfair 

methods of 
competition” and “unfair 
or deceptive acts or 
practices”

Sherman Act § 2
• Prohibits improper uses 

of monopoly power

Potential Avenues Under 
U.S.  Federal Law
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Proposed Federal Legislation

Recent bills are very similar to state anti-
price gouging laws.

• Most vest enforcement in the FTC

• Different thresholds for what will qualify as 
price gouging and varying penalties
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From the beginning of this pandemic we’ve 
seen too many instances of retailers taking 

advantage of this dire situation and charging 
exorbitant prices for critical medical 

supplies. By banning price gouging on 
personal protective equipment, we are 

helping to ensure our health care workers -
who have been working tirelessly to save 

lives at great personal danger to themselves 
- and the public have access to these 

supplies, while holding these unscrupulous 
retailers accountable for attempting to 

capitalize on the fear of others.
- New York Governor Andrew Cuomo 



What is Price Gouging?
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• The sale or offer for sale;

• Of essential goods or services;

• At an unfair or unreasonable price;

• Following some emergency or other demand 
or supply shock.

10

General Definition in 
Patchwork of State Laws
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• Many state laws cover all 
parties within the chain of 
distribution 

• New York: extends to all parties 
“within the chain of distribution”

• California: all sellers, including 
manufacturers, wholesalers, 
distributors, and retailers

• Delaware: all “entities” doing 
business in the state during the 
public health emergency

• Some carve out sellers at higher 
levels of distribution chain 

• Florida: carves out non-consumer 
sales of “raw or processed food 
products”

• Georgia: only applies to retail sales 
of goods / services “identified by 
the governor in the declaration of 
the state of emergency”

• Idaho: explicitly limited to “selling 
or offering to sell to the ultimate 
consumer”

Virtually all states prohibit price gouging by those who sell to ultimate consumers.

Which participants in the supply chain are covered?
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What products/services are covered? 
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California: consumer food items, 
emergency cleanup supplies & services, 
medical supplies, home heating oil, 
building materials, housing (including 
temporary or rental lodging), 
transportation / freight / storage services, 
gasoline / fuels 

Florida: any essential commodity 
necessary for consumption or use as a 
direct result of the emergency, including 
rental goods 

Expansive:

• Delaware: any goods or services 
offered for sale 

Limited:

• Vermont / Illinois: petroleum and 
heating products only

Most laws cover sale of goods deemed “necessary” or “essential” in relation to the crisis.
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• In most states, the price-gouging prohibitions will 
automatically remain in effect for a period of time ranging 
from 30 to 60 days after the state of emergency is declared. 

• California: 30 days (180 days for cleanup, reconstruction, repair work)

• State laws generally allow the governor to declare renewal 
periods to extend the duration of the restrictions.

• Limitation periods for price-gouging claims vary dramatically 
(1 year to 6 years after discovery). 

When is the prohibition in effect? 

13

Virtually all state price gouging laws take effect when a state or federal state of 
emergency is declared but vary as to the duration of the price-gouging prohibitions. 
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What is an unfair price?

14

Most states use metric to determine what is an “unreasonable” or “unfair” price.
Variation in (1) defined timeframe for determining baseline price; 

(2) whose price is used to calculate baseline (individual seller or average market price); 
and (3) the threshold price increase allowed.

• Pre-event time period
• Most use 30 days
• Varies from 7 days - 90 days

• Particular seller’s price 
• Kentucky, New Jersey, 

Oregon, Wisconsin

• Market price 
• DC, Pennsylvania, Mississippi

• Case-by-case with no 
specified threshold

• Texas: “exorbitant or excessive 
price”

• South Carolina / Florida: 
“gross disparity” 

• North Carolina: “unreasonably 
excessive under the 
circumstances”

• Threshold price increase

• 10% is typical  (e.g., California, 
Kentucky, DC)

• 15% (Wisconsin, Oregon)

• 20% (Pennsylvania)

• 25% (Alabama, Kansas)
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Cost increases justify price increases.

What defenses are allowed?

• Increases in supply / materials costs or labor costs may be 
passed on, with typical mark-up

• Additional exceptions / exemptions
• California and Arkansas: Look to usual price if seller was selling item at a 

reduced price immediately before emergency

• California: “seasonal adjustments” in hotel/motel rates allowed 

• Alaska: allows fuel price changes caused by normal market supply and 
demand fluctuations

• Florida: doesn’t apply to price increases (1) approved by a state agency 
or (2) imposed by up-stream food producers 

• Maine: “necessities” excludes certain healthcare services
15
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Who enforces and what are potential penalties?
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Most states provide some combination of (i) injunctive relief, and (ii) civil penalties, which 
vary by state. State AGs enforce and some states allow private lawsuits. 

• Variation in potential penalties per violation
• California: $2,500

• New York: greater of $25,000 or three times the value of gross receipts

• Texas: $10,000 per violation (up to $250,000 if the affected consumers 
are elderly)

• Criminal penalties
• California: misdemeanor up to 1 year in jail and up to $10,000 fine

• Mississippi: if value exceeds $500, then felony with 1―5 years in prison 
and up to $5,000 fine
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Federal Focus on Scarce Medical Supplies

17
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Federal Enforcement Under DPA 



Recent Private Litigation and 
State Enforcement

19
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• Putative class action by purchasers of allegedly price gouged 
consumer goods, including toilet paper

• Named plaintiff allegedly paid $18.99 for a specific brand of toilet paper 
“normally priced at $10―11” prior to California Governor’s declaration of 
emergency 

• Defendant owns supermarket chains 

• Alleges violation of California’s Unfair Competition Law (UCL) on 
behalf of putative CA class 

• Seeks restitution, injunctive relief, and attorney’s fees and costs 

• Alleges “negligence per se” on behalf of putative nationwide class 

• Mentions other states’ price gouging laws

• Seeks compensatory damages & equitable and declaratory relief

Redmond v. Albertson Cos., Inc. 
No. 3:20-cv-03692-JSC (N.D. Cal. filed June 3, 2020)
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• Putative CA class of consumers who purchased eggs claim 
violations of California’s UCL and its anti-price gouging 
statute

• Defendants are producers, wholesalers, and retailers (brick-
and-mortar and online sellers)

• Alleges egg prices nearly tripled after the CA Governor’s 
emergency declaration

• Seeks: (i) a permanent injunction under the Penal Code; and 
(ii) restitution under the UCL

• Tracks similar lawsuit filed by Texas AG against largest seller 
of eggs in Texas

Fraser et al. v. Cal-Maine Foods, Inc. et al.
No. 3:20-cv-02733-AGT (N.D. Cal. filed Apr. 20, 2020) 



Price Gouging and Trademark Law: 3M Actions

22
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McQueen et al. v. Amazon.com, Inc.
No. 4:20-cv-02782 (N.D. Cal. filed Apr. 21, 2020) 
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• State AGs are requiring platform 
operators to police third-party listings
• Failure might give rise to price gouging, 

negligence, and unjust enrichment claims

• But beware the Sherman Act
• Section 1: Price discussions where the 

platform competes directly with a third party

• Section 2: De-listings may be used to shift 
sales to the platform’s own listings or 
listings with more lucrative sales and 
advertising contracts

24

State AG Letters to 
Online Platforms



Best Practices for 
Minimizing Risks
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Best Practices: Avoiding 
Price Gouging Risks
• Note products/services on which enforcers focus

• Consider profit margins pre- and post-emergency

• Document legitimate business reasons for cost 
increases, e.g.:
• Increased cost of inputs

• Efforts to find new suppliers

• Increased labor costs or extended hours with overtime pay

• Loss of economies of scale

• The need to adjust or redesign work space

• Personal protective equipment for employees 

• New costs from disinfecting services or testing employees for COVID-19

• Maintain these justifications as easily accessible business 
records
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Best Practices for 
Online Marketplaces

• Policies to combat price gouging by third-party marketplace 
participants should:

• Be designed and implemented on a strictly unilateral basis

• Set forth in clear terms with easy-to-follow triggers and penalties

• Be communicated in advance to all participants

• Be enforced consistently and fairly across the board

• Be tailored to the unique risks faced by potentially dominant 
market participants

• Allow policymakers to revisit the policy regularly

• Be nimble! Third parties may try to circumvent policies by re-
listing or bundling

• Reject invitations to “crisis cartels”



Questions?
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Neely Agin focuses her practice on antitrust and competition matters. She has steered 
hundreds of transactions through the U.S. and global merger control review process 
and regularly represents clients in merger and other antitrust investigations by the 
U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ), Federal Trade Commission (FTC), and state 
attorneys general, as well as in Hart-Scott-Rodino (HSR) matters. Neely uses her deep 
experience to counsel clients on a variety of antitrust issues, including distribution 
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implementing, and enforcing global antitrust compliance programs.
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Jeffrey Amato handles complex multi-forum disputes, principally in the areas of 
international cartel litigation, class actions, arbitration, and government investigations. 
Jeffrey also has experience in white collar criminal defense, including representing 
defendants in federal and state courts at the trial, appellate, and post-conviction 
levels. His experience includes counseling clients with respect to navigating 
compliance with statutory, regulatory, and ethical obligations relating to government 
contracts. During his career in private and public practice, Jeffrey has been involved in 
legal disputes concerning a wide range of issues in federal, state, administrative, and 
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and diverse business sectors.
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corporations in litigation and government investigations involving a wide array of 
federal and state antitrust issues, including monopolization, price fixing, wage fixing, 
no-poach agreements, group boycotts, exclusive dealing, tying, price discrimination, 
unfair competition, anticompetitive product redesign, and mixed issues of antitrust and 
intellectual property law relating to Fair, Reasonable, and Non-Discriminatory (FRAND) 
obligations, standard-setting, patent licensing, patent misuse, and fraud on the United 
States Patent and Trademark Office (PTO). Susannah also counsels international and 
U.S. businesses regarding the minimization of antitrust risk and evaluates board and 
other corporate activities for antitrust compliance. She has been repeatedly 
recognized as a “SuperLawyer,” “Top Woman Attorney,” and as a “Star” in Antitrust and 
Litigation for obtaining critical wins for her clients, whether at trial on behalf of plaintiffs 
or by winning complete dismissals on behalf of defendants.
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Associate, New York
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Patrick Opdyke has experience representing major U.S. and multinational corporations 
in litigation and government investigations involving a wide array of federal and state 
antitrust issues, including monopolization, price fixing, wage fixing, no-poach 
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